Overview of Citation and Reference

Arthur So
From the Oxford Dictionary:

A quotation from or reference to a book, paper, or author, especially in a scholarly work.

(Retrieved on October 6, 2016 from https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/citation)
Reference

From the Oxford Dictionary:

Provide (a book or article) with citations of sources of information.

(Retrieved on October 6, 2016 from https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/citation)
Why do we Cite?

- Provide credit to other researchers
- Avoid plagiarism by quoting ideas of others
- Provide reader the list of your research sources
- Provide evidence of your research
When do we Cite?

- Quotation
- Paraphrase
- Summary
- Information – facts and data
- When in doubt, cite
How do we Cite?

- **In IEEE**
  Diffie and Hellman introduced the idea of a public-key cryptosystem [1],


- **In APA**
  Diffie and Hellman introduced the idea of a public-key cryptosystem (Diffie & Hellman, 1976).


  (Source: http://swtjc.libguides.com/c.php?g=270083&p=1796217)
Journal Article (Multiple Authors)
(Source: http://swtjc.libguides.com/c.php?g=270083&p=1796217)

In IEEE

In APA
Which do we Cite in?

- Book
- Journal
- Magazine
- Newspaper
- Website
- Film
What are the Citing Styles?

- IEEE
- APA (American Psychological Association)
- MLA (Modern Language Association)
- CMS (Chicago Manual of Style)
- ACS (American Chemical Society)
- Chicago or Turabian Style
Author - R. Langer
Article Title - New Methods of Drug Delivery
Source Title - Science
Volume and issue - Vol 249, issue 4976
Publication Date - 1990
Page numbers - 1527-1533

- American Chemical Society (ACS) style:
(Source: http://swtjc.libguides.com/c.php?g=270083&p=1796217)
IEEE Style:

American Psychological Association (APA) style:

Modern Language Association (MLA) style:
Online Resource Example

- **In IEEE:**
  

- **American Psychological Association (APA) style:**
  
For example: doi:10.1037/rmh0000008 (replacing the URL info)


Who can Assist to Citing and Referencing

- In Person
  The University Librarian

- Citation Management Software
  http://uottawa.libguides.com/citation-management
  Zotero
  Mendeley
  EndNote
References

IEEE


APA

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/

Examples: